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Entanglement subvolume law for 2D frustration-free
spin systems
Anurag Anshu ∗ †‡ Itai Arad§ David Gosset ∗†
Abstract
Let H be a frustration-free Hamiltonian describing a 2D grid of qudits with local
interactions, a unique ground state, and local spectral gap lower bounded by a positive
constant. For any bipartition defined by a vertical cut of length L running from top
to bottom of the grid, we prove that the corresponding entanglement entropy of the
ground state of H is upper bounded by O˜(L5/3). For the special case of a 1D chain, our
result provides a new area law which improves upon prior work, in terms of the scaling
with qudit dimension and spectral gap. In addition, for any bipartition of the grid into
a rectangular region A and its complement, we show that the entanglement entropy
is upper bounded as O˜(|∂A|5/3) where ∂A is the boundary of A. This represents the
first subvolume bound on entanglement in frustration-free 2D systems. In contrast
with previous work, our bounds depend on the local (rather than global) spectral
gap of the Hamiltonian. We prove our results using a known method which bounds
the entanglement entropy of the ground state in terms of certain properties of an
approximate ground state projector (AGSP). To this end, we construct a new AGSP
which is based on a robust polynomial approximation of the AND function and we show
that it achieves an improved trade-off between approximation error and entanglement.
1 Introduction
A regularly arranged collection of locally interacting spins may hardly seem an accurate
representation of the sea of molecules that constitute a typical material. But the study of spin
systems has provided key insights into widely observed phenomena such as ferromagnetism,
superconductivity, superfluidity, and topological order. Such insights have contributed to
the technological progress seen in materials science, electronics, and related areas.
Several universal features of quantum spin systems have been discovered based on natural
physical assumptions such as locality of the interactions and/or the presence of a spectral
gap in the thermodynamic limit. Lieb and Robinson [45] used locality to conclude that, to a
very good approximation, the support of local observables expands at a constant rate as the
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system evolves in time. For spin systems with a unique ground state and a spectral gap, it has
been shown that correlation functions decay exponentially with distance [27, 29, 49, 4, 25].
Hastings [28] proved that unique gapped ground states of one-dimensional spin systems have
bounded mutual information across any bipartition of the lattice. This is the so-called area
law for 1D quantum spin systems.
More generally, a quantum state of a system of qudits on a lattice is said to obey an area
law if for any bipartition of the lattice into a region A and its complement A, the mutual
information between the parts scales as the size |∂A| of the boundary of the bipartition.
When the quantum state is pure, the mutual information is twice the entropy of either
bipartition, also known as the entanglement entropy. A quantum state exhibiting an area
law is markedly different from a random pure quantum state, as the latter possesses an
entanglement entropy that scales as the volume of the smaller part.
The study of the relationship between entanglement and geometry has a long history [24].
Inspired by the work of Bekenstein [13] and Hawking [30], which relates the entropy of a black
hole to its surface area, it was shown that the ground state of several models of quantum field
theories obey (or nearly obey) area laws [14, 53, 20, 34, 31]. Later, a similar phenomenon was
shown to occur in the ground states of several systems with nearest-neighbor interactions in
one dimension [11, 41, 55], away from critical points where the Hamiltonian becomes gapless
and the entanglement may diverge. This led to area law conjecture, which states that the
ground states of gapped spin systems on a lattice of any dimension obey an area law.
This conjecture has led to a rich body of work connecting quantum information science,
condensed matter physics, and computer science. Hastings’ proof [28] itself uses powerful
information-theoretic arguments inspired by the monogamy of quantum entanglement [54].
Branda˜o and Horodecki [16] use ideas from the quantum communication task of quantum
state merging [32] to obtain an area law for any state satisfying an exponential decay of cor-
relations in 1D. A series of works [9, 8] have obtained exponential improvements to Hastings’
entanglement upper bound, using the polynomial method, a widely used technique in theoret-
ical computer science and optimization theory. These works have also led to a rigorous proof
that gapped ground states of 1D systems have an efficient classical representation [28, 9, 8]
as Matrix Product States [36, 37], which explains the success of the DMRG algorithm [56]
in the numerical study of quantum spin systems. The techniques developed in [9, 8] have
also been used in the first provably efficient classical algorithm for computing ground states
of gapped 1D spin systems [40, 10].
Despite these applications and extensions of Hastings’ 1D result, the area law conjecture
for two (or higher) dimensional lattices has thus far resisted all attacks. Some works have
described additional physical assumptions which are sufficient to guarantee an area law. For
example, Ref. [57] proves an area law for the thermal state of any spin system at sufficiently
high temperatures. Unfortunately, this bound diverges as the temperature approaches zero,
and hence does not provide any information about the ground state. In Ref. [46] the area
law was proved under the assumption that the number of eigenstates with vanishing energy
density does not grow exponentially with the volume. In Ref. [47] it was proved under the
assumption that the Hamiltonian can be adiabatically connected to another Hamiltonian
in which the area-law holds, along a path of gapped Hamiltonians. In Ref. [21] the author
assumed that the ground state can be gradually built from a sequence of ground states of
smaller and smaller gapped Hamiltonians, and that these ground states are, in some sense,
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very close to each other. In Ref. [15] the area law was established under the assumption of
an exponential decay of the specific heat capacity of the system with respect to the inverse
temperature. A counterpart to the above positive results is provided by Ref. [5], which shows
that a “generalized” area law for local Hamiltonian systems on arbitrary graphs is false.
In this work we establish a subvolume bound on the entanglement entropy of the unique
ground state of a frustration-free local Hamiltonian in two dimensions with a local spectral
gap. To state our result, let us introduce some terminology. For the sake of being concrete,
we shall focus on a rather specific 2D setup. However, many of the specific settings we
assume can be easily generalized.
We consider a system of qudits of local dimension d located at the vertices of an n×L grid
where n ≥ 2 and L ≥ 1, see Fig. 1. We index qudits by their coordinates (i, j) ∈ [n] × [L],
where [q] is the set of integers {1, 2, . . . q}. We define a local Hamiltonian H which acts on
this system of qudits as a sum of local projectors
H =
n−1∑
i=1
max{L−1,1}∑
j=1
Pij, (1)
where for L ≥ 2, Pij is a projector (P 2ij = Pij) that acts nontrivially only on the four qudits
{(i, j), (i, j + 1), (i+ 1, j), (i+ 1, j + 1)}. For the special case L = 1, Eq. (1) describes a 1D
chain H =
∑n−1
i=1 Pi1, where Pi1 acts nontrivially only on qudits i, i+ 1.
More generally, it will be convenient to view the system of qudits as a 1D chain of
“columns”. In particular, we define the ith column to be the set of qudits {(i, j) : j ∈ [L]},
and write the Hamiltonian as
H =
n−1∑
i=1
Hi Hi
def
=
max{L−1,1}∑
j=1
Pij , (2)
where the column Hamiltonian Hi is the sum of all local projectors which act nontrivially
between qudits in columns i and i+ 1.
We further assume the Hamiltonian is frustration-free and has a unique ground state |Ω〉.
Frustration-free means that the ground state of the full Hamiltonian is also a ground state
of each of the individual local terms in the Hamiltonian, i.e., Pij |Ω〉 = 0 for all i, j. This sort
of Hamiltonian can be viewed as a satisfiable instance of a quantum constraint satisfaction
problem — each local term is a constraint and the ground state is a satisfying assignment
[17]. Frustration-free quantum spin systems are widely studied in the physics and quantum
information literature (see e.g., Refs. [2, 1, 50, 51, 19, 6, 39, 35, 44]).
The entanglement entropy of the ground state |Ω〉 with respect to some bipartition [n]×
[L] = A ∪ A of the qudits is
S(ρA)
def
= −Tr(ρA log(ρA)), where ρA def= Tr
A
|Ω〉〈Ω| . (3)
Without any further assumptions, any nontrivial upper bound on S(ρA) must depend in
some way on the spectral properties of the Hamiltonian H . Indeed, ground states of gapless
frustration-free Hamiltonians in 1D can have very high entanglement between the two halves
of the chain [18, 48], as large as the maximal linear scaling with chain length [58]. The 1D
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area laws established in Refs. [28, 9, 8] depend on the (global) spectral gap of H , which for
a frustration-free Hamiltonian Eq. (2) is its smallest nonzero eigenvalue. In contrast, the
bounds we establish here depends on the local spectral gap γ of H , equal to the minimum
spectral gap of any Hamiltonian describing a contiguous patch of the system. In particular,
for any contiguous subset S ⊆ [n] × [L], define γ(S) to be the smallest nonzero eigenvalue
of
∑
(i,j)∈S Pij, and define
γ = min{minSγ(S), 1}.
Note that 0 < γ ≤ 1. It is slightly irksome that our results depend on the local rather than
the global spectral gap. The relationship between these two quantities has been studied
in Refs. [38, 26, 43, 42], see Section 2 of Ref. [42] for a review. While in principle it
is possible that the local gap is much smaller than the global gap (potentially in exotic
examples constructed in [22, 12]), we do not expect this to occur for physically realistic
systems.
Our first result is a bound on the entanglement entropy of the ground state with respect
to a “vertical cut” separating columns A = {1, 2, ..., c} from A = {c + 1, c + 2, . . . , n} for
some c ∈ [n− 1]. We will denote this vertical cut as (c, c+ 1).
Theorem 1.1 (Subvolume scaling for a vertical cut). Let |Ω〉 be the unique ground state
of a frustration-free Hamiltonian Eq. (2) on an n× L grid of qudits with local dimension d.
Its entanglement entropy across a vertical cut (c, c+ 1) is at most
S(ρA) ≤ CL
5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1).
where C > 0 is a universal constant.
The above result can be viewed as simultaneously generalizing and improving upon the
previous state-of-the art area law in 1D [8]. Indeed, taking a grid of dimensions n × 1 we
recover the 1D case and Theorem 1.1 provides the expected O(1) bound on entanglement
entropy for (locally) gapped 1D systems, for which d = O(1) and γ = Ω(1). Looking more
closely we see that Theorem 1.1 improves upon Ref. [8] both in terms of the dependence
on the local dimension d, from log3(d) to log7/3(d), and in terms of the dependence on the
spectral gap γ, from γ−1 to γ−5/6 (here ignoring a polylogarithmic factor as well as the
difference between local and global spectral gaps). This is a step closer to the conjectured
scaling of ≈ 1√
γ
for 1D frustration-free systems [25, 26] which coincides with the optimal
upper bound on correlation length [25].
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is the main technical content of this paper. The proof itself is
essentially one dimensional in the sense that it is entirely based on the expression in Eq. (2)
for the Hamiltonian as a 1D chain of columns. With only a small modification we are able to
establish a similar bound for any bipartition of the 2D grid corresponding to a rectangular
region and its complement. The bound is obtained by viewing the Hamiltonian as a 1D
chain of concentric rectangular bands and using almost exactly the same proof, see Fig. 3
(c).
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Theorem 1.2 (Subvolume scaling for a rectangular region). Let |Ω〉 be the unique
ground state of a frustration-free Hamiltonian Eq. (2) on an n× L grid of qudits with local
dimension d. Its entanglement entropy with respect to a bipartition of the qudits into a
rectangular region A and its complement A is given by
S(ρA) ≤ C|∂A|
5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(d|∂A|γ−1). (4)
where C > 0 is a universal constant.
The bound O˜(|∂A|5/3) on the right-hand side represents an improvement over the trivial
volume law scaling of |∂A|2, and gives some movement towards the elusive area law conjecture
in two dimensions.
While Theorems 1.2 and 1.1 are stated in terms of the usual entanglement entropy of
the ground state, we are able to obtain similar subvolume bounds on other so-called Re´nyi
entanglement entropies. In Appendix C we show how this works for the Re´nyi entanglement
entropy of order 1/2. An interesting consequence is then obtained following an argument
from the recent works in Refs. [33, 23]. Theorem 3 of Ref. [33] shows that, if some Re´nyi
entanglement entropy (of order less than one) of a quantum state |ψ〉 on a 2D lattice satisfies
an area law for any bipartition of the lattice into a square region and its complement, then
there is a projected entangled pair (PEPS) state of bond dimension eO(
1
δ
) which reproduces
expectation values of all local observables in the state ψ up to an additive error δ. Following
Huang’s proof technique and using our subvolume law one can reach almost the same con-
clusion — but with a weaker upper bound eO˜(
1
δ5
) on the bond dimension, see Appendix C
for details.
Finally, we remark that it may be possible to extend our results to degenerate ground
states, using the techniques developed in Ref. [10], although we do not pursue this direction
here.
To prove Theorem 1.1 we use a method described in Ref. [8] which is based on the
construction of a so-called Approximate Ground State Projector (AGSP). In this context an
AGSP is an operator K which fixes the ground state and its orthogonal complement, i.e.,
K |Ω〉 = K† |Ω〉 = |Ω〉 .
The AGSP has two important parameters D and ∆ which are defined with respect to a
given bipartition of the qudits. The parameter D is an upper bound on the Schmidt rank
of K across the bipartition. Recall that the Schmidt rank of an operator K acting on two
registers A and B is the smallest integer R such that K =
∑R
s=1K
s
A⊗KsB for some operators
{KsA}Rs=1 and {KsB}Rs=1 that are supported only on the registers A and B, respectively. The
parameter ∆ is any number such that
‖K |ψ〉 ‖2 ≤ ∆ for all |ψ〉 ∈ G⊥,
where G⊥ is the subspace of nL-qudit states orthogonal to the ground state |Ω〉. In other
words, ∆ is a shrinking factor which measures the shrinkage of the space orthogonal to |Ω〉
when K is applied. An AGSP with parameters D and ∆ is called a (D,∆)-AGSP. The
following theorem relates these AGSP parameters to a bound on the entanglement entropy
across the cut.
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Figure 1: Bipartitions considered in (a) Theorem 1.1 and (b) Theorem 1.2
Theorem 1.3 (Ref. [9]). If there exists a (D,∆)-AGSP such that D · ∆ ≤ 1
2
, then the
entanglement entropy of |Ω〉 across the cut is upper bounded by 10 · log(D).
Theorem 1.3 states that the existence of an AGSP with the right parameters implies a
bound on the entanglement entropy of the ground state |Ω〉 of our quantum spin system.
Most of our work in the remainder of the paper will be to establish bounds on the parameters
D,∆ of a certain AGSP. At a high level, the AGSP we construct in this paper is based on
the detectability lemma operator introduced in Ref. [3] and its coarse-grained version used
in Refs. [9, 7]. We are able to improve upon its performance in terms of the parameters D
and ∆ by modifying the construction using certain polynomial approximations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we describe two families
of polynomials. These are building blocks used to construct the AGSP, which is our main
object of study, given in Sec. 3. We also include a sketch of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in
Sec. 3. In Sections 4 and 5 respectively we upper bound the shrinking factor ∆ and Schmidt
rank D of this AGSP. In Sec. 6 we combine Theorem 1.3 and the bounds on D and ∆ to
complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Sec. 7 we describe the minor modifications
to the proof which result in Theorem 1.2.
2 Polynomials
Here we describe two families of polynomials, which are the building blocks for our AGSP.
We first describe a univariate polynomial function of x that takes the value 1 at x = 0
but has a very small magnitude in some range of x-values bounded away from 0. We shall
colloquially refer to this as a step polynomial. It is well-known that Chebyshev polynomials
can be used for this purpose. Let Tf be the degree-f Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind.
For any positive integer f and g ∈ (0, 1), define
Stepf,g(x)
def
=
Tf
(
2(1−x)
1−g − 1
)
Tf
(
2
1−g − 1
) . (5)
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The following fact is a special case of Lemma 4.1 from Ref. [8]1.
Fact 2.1 (Step polynomial [8]). For every positive integer f and g ∈ (0, 1), there exists
a univariate polynomial Stepf,g : R → R with real coefficients and degree f such that
Stepf,g(0) = 1 and ∣∣Stepf,g(x)∣∣ ≤ 2 exp(−2f√g) for g ≤ x ≤ 1. (6)
The only properties of Stepf,g that we will use in the following are summarized in Fact 2.1.
In particular, we will not need its precise form (5), which is included only for completeness.
A key ingredient in our work is the construction of robust polynomials due to Sherstov [52].
In this setting a robust polynomial is a real multivariate polynomial that approximates
a boolean function even when the input x ∈ {0, 1}m is corrupted by a real-valued error
vector ǫ ∈ [−1/20, 1/20]m. We will use a robust polynomial for the ‘AND’ function on m
variables which has properties summarized in the following theorem. The construction of
this polynomial and the proof of the theorem, which is provided in Appendix A, follow the
technique used by Sherstov in Theorem 3.2 of Ref. [52] to construct a robust polynomial
approximation of the PARITY function.
Theorem 2.2 (Robust AND polynomial, following Sherstov [52]). Let m be a positive
integer. There is a multivariate polynomial pAND : R
m → R with real coefficients and degree
11m satisfying
pAND(1, 1, ..., 1) = 1,
such that for any bit-string y ∈ {0, 1}m and real-valued error vector ǫ ∈ [−1/20, 1/20]m, we
have
|pAND(y + ǫ)− y1y2 . . . ym| ≤ e−m. (7)
Moreover, there are univariate polynomials Ai : R→ R of degree 2i+ 1 for each i ≥ 0 such
that
pAND(x1, . . . xm) =
∑
{i1,...im}:i1+...+im≤5m
Ai1(x1) · Ai2(x2) . . .Aim(xm).
3 Approximate Ground State Projector
Let us begin by defining a simple AGSP as our starting point. The AGSP depends on a
positive integer t, which is a coarse-graining parameter. For any 2t ≤ k ≤ n− 2t define Q′k
as the projection onto the ground space of the Hamiltonian
h′k
def
=
k+2t−1∑
j=k−2t+1
Hj,
1Fact 2.1 is obtained from Lemma 4.1 of Ref. [8] by setting ǫ0 = 0, ǫ1 = g, u = 1, ℓ = f .
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which contains all terms of Eq. (2) supported entirely inside the contiguous region of the 4t
columns {k − 2t + 1, k − 2t + 2, . . . , k + 2t}. Here we use a prime superscript because we
will soon slightly modify the notation for the subregion Hamiltonians h′k and ground space
projectors Q′k. Note that
[Q′a, Q
′
b] = 0 whenever |a− b| ≥ 4t, (8)
as the latter condition ensures the projectors have disjoint support.
Let us define the (t-coarse grained) Detectability lemma operator [3] to be the product
DL(t)
def
= (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .) · (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) , (9)
where the terms within each of the parenthesized expressions are mutually commuting. The
following Lemma is a slight variant of one established in Ref. [7]. We provide a proof in
Appendix B. Recall that G⊥ is the subspace orthogonal to the ground state.
Lemma 3.1. For any normalized state |ψ〉 ∈ G⊥,
‖DL(t) |ψ〉 ‖ ≤ 2e−t√γ/25.
The lemma states that, if the coarse-graining parameter t is large enough, then the
operator DL(t) shrinks the space G⊥ at a rate which decreases exponentially with the square
root of γ. This square-root is the reason why coarse-graining is useful to us—without it the
shrinkage would be quadratically worse as a function of γ (see, e.g., Ref. [7]).
Recall that we are interested in the entanglement of the ground state |Ω〉 across some
vertical cut (c, c+1) where c ∈ [n]. For now it will be convenient to assume that c mod 6t =
2t; later, in Sec. 6, we drop this assumption. In this case the set of qudits {c, c+1}× [L] are
contained in the support of Q′c and the cut divides its support into two equal parts, see Fig.
2. Moreover, Q′c is the only projector in Eq. (9) with support intersecting this vertical cut.
It will be convenient to rewrite Eq. (9) using a different notation which singles out some of
the projectors that surround the cut. In particular, let m be an odd positive integer and
consider the m projectors
Q′c−3(m−1)t, . . . , Q
′
c−6t, Q
′
c, Q
′
c+6t, . . . , Q
′
c+3(m−1)t. (10)
Recall that these operators project onto the ground spaces of subregion Hamiltonians
h′c−3(m−1)t, . . . , h
′
c−6t, h
′
c, h
′
c+6t, . . . , h
′
c+3(m−1)t. (11)
We shall relabel the projectors Eq. (10) from left-to-right as Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm and the corre-
sponding subregion Hamiltonians Eq. (11) as h1, h2, . . . , hm. Then Qk is the ground space
projector of hk for each k = 1, 2, . . . , m. Observe that
[Qi, Qj] = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m,
which follows from Eq. (8) and our definition of the projectors Q1, Q2 . . . , Qm. We write
DL(t) = Q1Q2 . . . QmQrest, (12)
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Figure 2: Construction of the AGSP K(m, t, ℓ), for t = 1 and m = 3. Here each dot
represents a column of L qudits; the 2D n × L grid is represented as a 1D chain of n
columns. Each coarse-grained projector contains 4t columns in its support and neighboring
coarse-grained projectors overlap in a region containing t columns. The m coarse-grained
projectors around the cut are denoted Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm. The columns shown in blue are
members of the set ‘Ind’ defined in Section 5.
where Qrest contains the remainder of the terms in Eq. (9), i.e.,
Qrest
def
=
(
Q′2t · . . . ·Q′c−3(m−1)t−6t ·Q′c+3(m+1)t+6t · . . .
)
(Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) .
Note that the difference between Eqs. (9, 12) is only notation and that the operator DL(t)
does not have any dependence on the parameter m. However, we will soon use Eq. (12) as
a starting point in defining another AGSP which does depend on this parameter.
To this end, we shall first define polynomial approximations to each of the projectors
Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm. In particular, we use the degree-f step polynomial Stepf,g(x) of Fact 2.1 to
define
Q̂j
def
= Stepf,g
(
1
4tL
hj
)
where f =
⌈
4
√
tL/γ
⌉
and g =
γ
4tL
. (13)
Here ⌈x⌉ indicates the smallest integer which is at least x. Note that Q̂j is Hermitian, since
Stepf,g is a polynomial with real coefficients, and hj is a Hermitian operator. In addition,
‖hj/4tL‖ ≤ 1 since hj is a sum of at most 4tL projectors, and the smallest nonzero eigenvalue
of hj/4tL is at least γ/4tL (by definition of the local spectral gap γ). We use Fact 2.1 to
establish the following properties of the spectrum of Q̂j.
Lemma 3.2. For each j = 1, 2, . . . , m, the projector onto the eigenspace of Q̂j with eigen-
value +1 is equal to Qj, and
‖Q̂j −Qj‖ ≤ 1
20
. (14)
Proof. Recall that Qj projects onto the zero energy ground space of hj, which is mapped to
the +1-eigenspace of Q̂j since Stepf,g(0) = 1. On the other hand, all nonzero eigenvalues of
hj are at least γ/4tL and using Eq. (6) and the choices Eq. (13) of f and g we see that
‖Q̂j −Qj‖ ≤ 2e−2f
√
γ/4tL ≤ 2e−4 ≤ 1
20
.
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The AGSP we will define is similar to the DL(t) operator of Eq. (12), with the following
modifications:
• Outer polynomial approximation using the robust AND: Use pAND described
in Theorem 2.2 to approximate the product Q1Q2 . . . Qm.
• Inner polynomial approximation using the step polynomials: Use the opera-
tors Q̂j to approximate Qj.
• Powering: Amplify the effect of the operator by raising it to a power ℓ ≥ 1.
In particular, the AGSP which is the main object of study in this paper is defined as
follows:
K(m, t, ℓ)
def
=
(
pAND
(
Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . , Q̂m
)
Qrest
)ℓ
. (15)
It depends on the choices of coarse-graining parameter t (a positive integer), the odd positive
integer m describing the number of coarse-grained projectors of interest near the cut, and
the positive integer ℓ which is the powering parameter. Note that if n is too small we may
not be able to fit m coarse-grained projectors around the cut as shown in Fig. 2, and in
this case strictly speaking we cannot define K(m, t, ℓ) as above. In the following, we shall
without loss of generality assume that n is sufficiently large that K(m, t, ℓ) is well-defined 2.
To confirm that the operator K(m, t, ℓ) is an AGSP, we need to check that it fixes the
ground state |Ω〉 and its orthogonal space G⊥, that is,
K(m, t, ℓ)† |Ω〉 = K(m, t, ℓ) |Ω〉 = |Ω〉 (16)
It suffices to check Eq. (16) with ℓ = 1 since the result for higher ℓ follows from this special
case. Using the fact that Qrest |Ω〉 = |Ω〉 we get
K(m, t, 1) |Ω〉 = pAND
(
Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . , Q̂m
)
|Ω〉 = pAND(1, 1, . . . , 1) |Ω〉 = |Ω〉 ,
where in the second equality we used the fact that Q̂j |Ω〉 = |Ω〉 for all j = 1, 2, . . . , m, and
in the last equality we used the fact that pAND(1, 1, . . . , 1) = 1 as stated in Thmcorrobust.
A very similar argument shows K(m, t, 1)† |Ω〉 = |Ω〉.
In the next two sections we bound the shrinking factor ∆ and Schmidt rank D of the
AGSP K(m, t, ℓ) across the vertical cut (c, c + 1). We now provide an overview of these
bounds and how they are used to establish Theorem 1.1.
2We can always form a new Hamiltonian H ′ on an n′ × L grid for any n′ > n which has (a) the same
local spectral gap γ as H , and (b) a unique ground state |Ω〉 ⊗ |0(n′−n)L〉 and therefore exactly the same
entanglement entropy across the given cut. H ′ is obtained from H by adding new local projectors which act
on all the newly added plaquettes of the lattice. For each plaquette with q < 4 old qudits from the original
lattice and 4− q new qudits, we add the projector I⊗q ⊗ (I − |0〉〈0|⊗4−q) to the Hamiltonian.
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Overview of the proof of Theorem 1.1:
In Sec. 4 we use the error bound Eq. (7) for the robust polynomial pAND to show that
K(m, t, 1) approximates the coarse-grained detectaibility lemma operator DL(t) in the sense
that ‖K(m, t, 1)− DL(t)‖ ≤ e−m. In particular, choosing
t = Θ(mγ−1/2), (17)
is enough to ensure that the shrinking factor ∆ of K(m, t, ℓ) is asymptotically the same as
that of (DL(t))ℓ (from Lemma 3.1) , that is
∆ = e−Ω(mℓ), (18)
see Theorem 4.1.
Next, we need to understand the Schmidt rank D of K(m, t, ℓ). Fixing t as in Eq. (17),
in Sec. 5 we show that if
ℓ = Θ(m5/2L1/2γ−1/4), (19)
then we have the upper bound
D = eO˜(mtL+ℓ) = eO˜(m
2Lγ−1/2+ℓ), (20)
see Theorem 5.1 (below we give some high level explanation for Eq. (20)). We then choose
m to satisfy D · ∆ < 1/2 so that Theorem 1.3 can be applied. Comparing Eqs. (18, 19,20)
we see that this leads to
m = Θ˜(L1/3γ−1/6). (21)
The entanglement entropy of the ground state |Ω〉 is upper bounded using Theorem 1.3 as
10 log(D) = O˜(L5/3γ−5/6)
as claimed in Theorem 1.1. Here we are hiding factors polylogarithmic in d, L, γ−1 in the
O˜(·) notation, while in Sec. 6 we give a more explicit proof which carries them around.
The most involved technical component of this work is to establish the bound Eq. (20)
on D. We use a variant of an argument from Ref. [8], which can be understood at a high
level as follows. Imagine starting with the definition (15) of our AGSP and then expanding
the degree-11m polynomial pAND and the degree-f polynomials {Q̂j} where f is given by
Eq. (13). Looking at the total degree of the polynomials we are expanding and multiplying
by the power ℓ, we see that K(m, t, ℓ) can be written as a sum of terms, each of which is a
product P of at most O(m·f ·ℓ) operators from the set Qrest∪{Hi}i∈Loc, where Loc ⊂ [n] is a
set of ∼ 4mt column indices centered around the cut of interest. Consider now a single such
product P in the expansion. Since |Loc| = O(mt), we can always find an index k ∈ Loc such
that the number of times Hk occurs in P is at most O(mfℓ/(mt)) = O(fℓ/t). Therefore P
has Schmidt rank at most eO˜(
fℓ
t
) across the cut (k, k + 1). Since k is at most 4mt columns
away from c, and since each column contains L qudits, the operator P has Schmidt rank at
most
eO˜(
f ·ℓ
t
+mtL) (22)
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across the cut (c, c+1) of interest. With our choice ofm, t, ℓ given in Eqs. (21,17,19) and with
f given by Eq. (13), one can confirm that the expression Eq. (22) coincides with Eq. (20)
which is the bound we are trying to establish. Unfortunately, Eq. (22) is only an upper
bound on the Schmidt rank of each product P , while we are interested in an upper bound
on the Schmidt rank of K(m, t, ℓ) which is a sum of many such products. It turns out that
naively bounding the latter quantity by the number of products times Eq. (22) is not good
enough to obtain the desired result. In other words, the only problem with the above proof
technique is that the decomposition of the AGSP as a sum of products P has too many such
terms. In Sec. 5 we prove the bound Eq. (20) using a variant of the above strategy which
is based on an expansion of K(m, t, ℓ) as a sum of (far fewer) well-structured operators of
a certain form, which take the place of the products P considered above. Since we were
initially guided by the back-of-the envelope estimate Eq. (22), it is fortunate that the actual
proof is close enough in spirit that it provides the same asymptotic bound on Schmidt rank
of our AGSP.
4 Shrinking factor of the AGSP
In this Section we use the properties of the robust polynomial pAND summarized in Theo-
rem 2.2 to upper bound the shrinking factor ∆ of our AGSP.
Theorem 4.1 (AGSP shrinking bound). Let |ψ〉 ∈ G⊥ be a normalized state. Then for
all ℓ ≥ 1 we have
‖K(m, t, ℓ) |ψ〉 ‖2 ≤ ∆ where ∆ = (e−m + 2e−t√γ/25)2ℓ . (23)
Proof. Note that it suffices to prove the claim for ℓ = 1 since the result for higher ℓ follows
straightforwardly from this special case. Recall that the Hermitian operators Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . , Q̂m
mutually commute and therefore can be simultaneously diagonalized. Since pAND is a poly-
nomial with real coefficients, pAND
(
Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . , Q̂m
)
is a Hermitian operator. Let us write
Π
(x)
j for the projector onto the eigenspace of Q̂j with eigenvalue x. Note that Lemma 3.2
states that Π
(1)
j = Qj and all eigenvalues of each operator Q̂j lie in the range
x ∈ [−1/20, 1/20] ∪ {1}. (24)
Thus
pAND(Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . Q̂m) =
∑
x1,x2,...xm
pAND (x1, x2, . . . xm)Π
(x1)
1 Π
(x2)
2 . . .Π
(xm)
m
= pAND(1, 1, . . . 1)Q1Q2 . . . Qm +
∑
x1,x2,...,xm:
∃i with xi∈[−1/20,1/20]
pAND (x1, x2, . . . xm) Π
(x1)
1 Π
(x2)
2 . . .Π
(xm)
m
(25)
Using Theorem 2.2 and Eq. (24) we bound each term appearing the sum on the right-hand-
side as
|pAND (x1, x2, . . . xm)| ≤ e−m whenever ∃i with xi ∈ [−1/20, 1/20]. (26)
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Therefore, using the fact that pAND(1, 1, 1 . . . , 1) = 1 in Eq. (25) and the mutual orthogo-
nality of the operators {Π(x1)1 Π(x2)2 . . .Π(xm)m }x1,x2,...xm , we get
‖pAND(Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . Q̂m)−Q1Q2 . . . Qm‖ ≤ e−m,
and so
‖K(m, t, 1)− DL(t)‖ ≤
∥∥∥(pAND(Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . Q̂m)−Q1Q2 . . . Qm)Qrest∥∥∥
≤ ‖pAND(Q̂1, Q̂2, . . . Q̂m)−Q1Q2 . . . Qm‖ ≤ e−m, (27)
where we used the fact that ‖Qrest‖ = 1. Finally, for |ψ〉 ∈ G⊥ we get, using the triangle
inequality and Eq. (27),
‖K(m, t, 1) |ψ〉 ‖ ≤ ‖DL(t) |ψ〉 ‖+ e−m ≤ 2e−t√γ/25 + e−m,
where we used Lemma 3.1. Squaring both sides completes the proof.
5 Schmidt Rank of the AGSP
In this section we bound the Schmidt rank of the operator K(m, t, ℓ) across a vertical cut
(c, c+1). Let us begin by introducing some additional terminology. In the following we shall
use the notation SR(O) to denote the Schmidt rank of an operator O across the vertical cut
(c, c+ 1).
For each coarse-grained projector Qi with i ∈ [m], there is a collection of 2t column
indices j ∈ [n], such that column j is in the support of Qi and every other coarse-grained
projector Qi′ (with i
′ 6= i) acts trivially on the L qudits j × [L] in the column, see Fig. 2.
Let these columns be Indi ⊂ [n] and define Ind def= ∪mi=1Indi, so that
|Ind| = 2mt. (28)
The set Ind is depicted in blue in Fig. 2.
For each i = 1, 2, . . . , m we also define the set of indices Loci ⊂ [n− 1] such that
hi =
∑
j∈Loci
Hj (29)
and let Loc
def
= ∪mi=1Loci. Recall that Qi is the projector onto the ground space of the
Hamiltonian hi. Note that |Loci| = 4t− 1 and therefore
|Loc| ≤ 4tm. (30)
Recall that
f
def
=
⌈
4
√
tL/γ
⌉
(31)
13
is the degree of the polynomial Stepf,g(x) that was used in the definition Eq. (13) of Q̂j . We
shall also write
r
def
= 11m (32)
for the degree of the polynomial pAND defined in Theorem 2.2.
Our bound on SR
(
K(m, t, ℓ)
)
is summarized as follows.
Theorem 5.1. Let c ∈ [n − 1] be a column label such that c mod 6t = 2t. Let ℓ,m, t be
chosen such that
ℓ ≤ m
2t2L
fr
, (33)
where r, f are defined by Eqs. (31, 32). Then the Schmidt rank of K(m, t, ℓ) across the cut
(c, c+ 1) is bounded as
SR
(
K(m, t, ℓ)
) ≤ (6mtr)3ℓ(6mtdL)16mtL. (34)
In the remainder of this section we prove Theorem 5.1. We shall use a variant of the
polynomial interpolation technique introduced in Ref. [8]. We introduce a formal complex
variable Zj for each j ∈ Loc, and generalize Definition 13 to
Q̂k(~Z)
def
= Stepf,g
(
1
4tL
∑
j∈Lock
ZjHj
)
k = 1, 2, . . . , m. (35)
Note that Q̂k(1, 1, . . . , 1) = Q̂k which can be see from Eqs. (13,29,35). We define
K(~Z)
def
=
[
pAND
(
Q̂1(~Z), Q̂2(~Z), . . . , Q̂m(~Z)
)
Qrest
]ℓ
, (36)
where for brevity, we have suppressed the dependence of K(~Z) onm, t, ℓ. The operatorK(~Z)
coincides with K(m, t, ℓ) when ~Z = (1, 1, . . . , 1), and therefore by upper bounding SR
(
K(~Z)
)
for general ~Z, we also upper bound SR
(
K(m, t, ℓ)
)
. To this end, we use Eqs. (35, 36) and
the fact that Stepf,g is a polynomial to expand K(~Z) as a multinomial in complex variables
with operator coefficients:
K(~Z) =
∑
~β={βj}j∈Loc
Op(~β)
∏
j∈Loc
(Zj)
βj , (37)
where βj ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} counts the number of times Hj appears in the operator Op(~β). The
following lemma upper bounds SR
(
K(~Z)
)
in terms of the maximum Schmidt rank of one of
the operators appearing on the right-hand side of Eq. (37).
Lemma 5.2.
SR(K(~Z)) ≤M ·max~β SR
(
Op(~β)
)
, (38)
where
M
def
=
(
3 +
3rfℓ
4tm
)4tm
. (39)
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Proof. It suffices to show that the number of nonzero terms on the RHS of the expansion
(37) is at mostM . Recall that each Q̂j is a polynomial of degree f and pAND is a polynomial
of degree r. Therefore, the operator pAND
(
Q̂1(~Z), Q̂2(~Z), . . . , Q̂m(~Z)
)
has total degree of at
most rf in the ~Z variables and by definition Eq. (36), the total degree of K(~Z) is at most
frℓ. Comparing with Eq. (37) we see that∑
j∈Loc
βj ≤ rfℓ (40)
for any tuple ~β that appears on the right-hand side of Eq. (37). Therefore, the number
of nonzero terms in the expansion (37) is upper bounded by the number of tuples of non-
negative integers {βj}j∈Loc satisfying Eq. (40).
The number of such tuples is3(|Loc|+ frℓ
|Loc|
)
≤
(
4mt + frℓ
4mt
)
≤
(
e · 4mt+ frℓ
4mt
)4mt
≤M,
which completes the proof. Here in the first inequality we used |Loc| ≤ 4mt and in the
second we used the fact that
(
a
b
) ≤ (e · a/b)b.
The natural next step is to upper bound SR
(
Op(~β)
)
for any ~β appearing in Eq. (37).
Note that Op(~β) can be expressed as a linear combination of products of the operators
taken from the set {Hj : j ∈ Loc} ∪ {Qrest}. For example, it may contain the product
H5H1QrestH2QrestH1 · · · . By definition, any such product only appears in Op(~β) if the
number of occurrence of Hj is equal to βj , and the number of occurrence of Qrest is equal
to ℓ. Equipped with this expansion of Op(~β), we can try to upper bound its Schmidt rank
by the number of terms in the expansion multiplied by the maximum Schmidt rank of any
term. Unfortunately, this strategy does not provide a useful upper bound on SR
(
Op(~β)
)
because the number of terms in the expansion is too large.
Instead of expressing Op(~β) as a linear combination of products of operators from the
set {Hj : j ∈ Loc}∪{Qrest}, we will show that Op(~β) can be written as a linear combination
of a relatively small number of well-structured operators of a certain form described below.
For each of these well-structured operators there is a column label k (which is close to c)
such that the Schmidt rank of the operator across the vertical cut (k, k + 1) is small. We
will see that this in turn implies a small Schmidt rank for Op(~β) across the cut (c, c+ 1) of
interest.
For any k ∈ Loc and positive number R, we define the aforementioned well-structured
operators as follows:
K≤Rk (~Z)
def
=
∑
{βj}j∈Loc:βk≤R
Op(~β)
∏
j∈Loc
(Zj)
βj , (41)
3Recall from elementary combinatorics that the number of p-tuples of non-negative integers (c1, c2, . . . , cp)
such that
∑p
j=1 cj ≤ q is equal to
(
p+q
p
)
.
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which consists of all the terms in Eq. (37) satisfying the additional constraint βk ≤ R. The
following lemma shows how the Schmidt rank of Op(~β) is related to that of one of these
well-structured operators.
Lemma 5.3. Let
R
def
=
frℓ
2mt
.
For any Op(~β ′) in the expansion (37) there exists a column label k ∈ Ind and a complex
vector ~X = {Xj}j∈Loc such that
SR
(
Op(~β ′)
) ≤M · SR(K≤Rk ( ~X)) , (42)
where M is defined in Eq. (39).
Proof. Consider any operator Op(~β ′) appearing in Eq. (37) and recall that
∑
j β
′
j ≤ rfℓ. By
Eq. (28), the subset of column labels Ind ⊂ Loc has size |Ind| = 2mt and therefore∑
j∈Ind
β ′j ≤
∑
j∈Loc
β ′j ≤ rfℓ.
It follows that there must exist some column label k ∈ Ind such that
β ′k ≤
rfℓ
|Ind| =
rfℓ
2mt
= R. (43)
So let k be fixed to the column label satisfying the above, and consider the operator K≤Rk (~Z)
defined in Eq. (41). Note that since the tuple ~β ′ satisfies Eq. (43), it appears as one of the
terms in the sum in Eq. (41). We have the following:
Claim 5.4. There exists a collection of complex tuples ~X(1), ~X(2), . . . , ~X(M) such that Op(~β ′)
is a linear combination (with complex coefficients) of the operators
K≤Rk ( ~X
(1)), K≤Rk ( ~X
(2)), . . . , K≤Rk ( ~X
(M)). (44)
Proof. Let T be the set of all tuples of nonnegative integers ~β = {βj}j∈Loc such that Eq. (40)
is satisfied and βk ≤ R. That is,
T = {~β = {βj}j∈Loc :
∑
j∈Loc
βj ≤ rfℓ and βk ≤ R}.
The set T has size upper bounded as |T | ≤M where M is given by Eq. (39). Consider the
following system of equations.
K≤Rk ( ~X
(1)) =
∑
~β∈T
Op(~β)
∏
j∈Loc
(
X
(1)
j
)βj
,
K≤Rk ( ~X
(2)) =
∑
~β∈T
Op(~β)
∏
j∈Loc
(
X
(2)
j
)βj
,
...
K≤Rk ( ~X
(|T |)) =
∑
~β∈T
Op(~β)
∏
j∈Loc
(
X
(|T |)
j
)βj
.
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We now show that there exists at least one choice of ~X(1), . . . , ~X(|T |) such that this system of
equations can be inverted to obtain Op(~β) as a linear combination of the operators appearing
on the left-hand-side, for any ~β ∈ T . This is sufficient to complete the proof, as |T | ≤M .
Consider the (square) matrix
Gα,~β
def
=
∏
j∈Loc
(
X
(α)
j
)βj
α = 1, 2, . . . , |T | ~β ∈ T
We show that this matrix has non-zero determinant for some choice of ~X(1), . . . , ~X(|T |)q.
This implies the matrix is invertible and completes the proof.
Fix some order over ~β ∈ T and let ~β(α) be the α-th ~β in this order. We have
det(G) =
∑
π
(−1)sign(π)
∏
α
Gα,~β(π(α)) =
∑
π
(−1)sign(π)
∏
α
( ∏
j∈Loc
(
X
(α)
j
)β(π(α))j)
,
where π is a permutation over the set [1 : |T |]. We would like to show that there exists at least
one choice of ~X(1), . . . , ~X(|T |) such det(G) 6= 0. To that aim, we consider det(G) as a multi-
nomial over the variables ~X(1), . . . , ~X(|T |) and show that it is not identically zero. Indeed, as
the tuples ~β(α) are distinct for different α’s, it follows that for any two distinct permutations
π1, π2, the multinomials
∏
α
(∏
j∈Loc
(
X
(α)
j
)β(π1(α))j)
and
∏
α
(∏
j∈Loc
(
X
(α)
j
)β(π2(α))j)
are
distinct. Therefore, det(G) is a sum of distinct multinomials with coefficient in {−1, 1},
which implies in particular that det(G) is not identically zero.
Now Claim 5.4 implies in particular that Op(~β ′) can be expressed as a linear combination
of M operators Eq. (44) and therefore has Schmidt rank upper bounded by M times the
maximum Schmidt rank of one of these operators. This establishes Eq. (42) and completes
the proof of Lemma 5.3.
Combining Lemma 5.2 with Lemma 5.3 we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 5.5. Let R = frℓ
2mt
. There exists a column label k ∈ Ind and a complex vector
~X = {Xj}j∈Loc such that
SR
(
K(~Z)
) ≤ (3 + 3frℓ
4mt
)8mt
SR
(
K≤Rk ( ~X)
)
.
for all complex vectors ~Z.
The last ingredient we will use to prove Theorem 5.1 is a bound on the Schmidt rank of
K≤Rk ( ~X).
Lemma 5.6. Let k ∈ Ind be a column label, N be a positive integer, and ~Z = {Zj}j∈Loc be
a tuple of complex numbers. Then
SR(K≤Nk (~Z)) ≤ 2N+ℓLNd4N+6mtLr3ℓ
(
3 +
3frℓ
2N
)2ℓ+2N
. (45)
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Proof. To bound SR(K≤Nk (~Z)), which is defined with respect to the cut (c, c + 1), we will
first bound the Schmidt rank of K≤Nk (~Z) across the cut (k, k + 1), which we write as
SRk,k+1(K
≤N
k (
~Z)). (46)
Since the column c sits in the middle of the 6mt− 2t columns that support Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm
(see Fig. 2), it follows that the distance between c and k must not exceed 3mt. Using the
fact that for any operator O we have
SRc,c+1(O) ≤ (dL)2|c−k|SRk,k+1(O),
which follows from the fact that the Hilbert space of each column has dimension dL, we find
that the Schmidt rank across the cut (c, c+ 1) is bounded as
SR(K≤Nk (~Z)) ≤ d6mtLSRk,k+1(K≤Nk (~Z)). (47)
Let us then proceed with bounding the the Schmidt rank across the (k, k+1) cut. By def-
inition of the set Ind, for the given column label k ∈ Ind, there is a unique u ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}
such that k ∈ Indu. Below, we decompose the polynomial operator pAND
(
Q̂1(~Z), Q̂2(~Z), . . . , Q̂m(~Z)
)
,
which appears in the definition of K(~Z) in (36), in powers of Q̂u(~Z). Using the fact that the
operators Q̂1(~Z), Q̂2(~Z), . . . , Q̂m(~Z) commute with each other, Theorem 2.2 implies
pAND
(
Q̂1(~Z), Q̂2(~Z), . . . , Q̂m(~Z)
)
=
∑
{i1,...im}
i1+...+im≤5m
Ai1
(
Q̂1(~Z)
) · Ai2(Q̂2(~Z)) · . . . · Aim(Q̂m(~Z))
=
5m∑
iu=0
5m−iu∑
s=0
L(s)Aiu
(
Q̂u(~Z)
)R(s) (48)
where
L(s) def=
∑
i1+...+iu−1=s
Ai1
(
Q̂1(~Z)
)
· . . . · Aiu−1
(
Q̂u−1(~Z)
)
is supported only on the columns j < k to the left of k, and
R(s) def=
∑
iu+1+...+im≤5m−s−iu
Aiu+1
(
Q̂u+1(~Z)
)
· . . . ·Aim
(
Q̂m(~Z)
)
is supported only on the columns j ≥ k+1 to the right of k. In particular, neither L(s) nor
R(s) increases the Schmidt rank across the cut (k, k + 1).
Next, recall from Theorem 2.2 that each Ai is a polynomial of degree 2i+ 1. Expanding
Aiu
(
Q̂u(~Z)
)
in powers of Q̂u(~Z) in Eq. (48) and using the fact that all operators commute,
we see that pAND
(
Q̂1(~Z), Q̂2(~Z), . . . , Q̂m(~Z)
)
can be expressed as a linear combination of
at most
5m · 5m · (2 · 5m+ 1) ≤ (11m)3 = r3
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terms of the form (
Q̂u(~Z)
)a
L R
where a is a non-negative integer, the operator L is supported only on columns j < k and
the operator R is supported only on columns j > k + 1. Both L and R depend on ~Z, but
neither of them depend on the variable Zk corresponding to column k. Therefore
K(~Z) =
(
pAND
(
Q̂1(~Z), Q̂2(~Z), . . . , Q̂m(~Z)
)
Qrest
)ℓ
.
can be expressed as a linear combination of at most r3ℓ terms of the form(
Q̂u(~Z)
)a1 L(1)R(1)Qrest (Q̂u(~Z))a2 L(2)R(2)Qrest . . .(Q̂u(~Z))aℓ L(ℓ)R(ℓ)Qrest, (49)
corresponding to possibly different choices of operators {L(j),R(j)} and powers {aj} satisfy-
ing
ℓ∑
q=0
aq ≤ rℓ. (50)
By expanding each of the polynomials Q̂u(~Z) we may expand each term Eq. (49) as a
polynomial in Zk with operator coefficients. We are interested in K
≤N
k (
~Z) which includes
only those terms with at most N powers of Zk (see the definition in Eq. (41)). In the following
we fix a term Eq. (49) (i.e., a choice of {L(j),R(j)} and {aj}) and bound the Schmidt rank
of all such operators with at most N powers of Zk arising from it. Then we multiply by r
3ℓ
to obtain the desired upper bound on the Schmidt rank of K≤Nk (~Z).
So let us fix a term Eq. (49). Now, Q̂u(~Z) is a polynomial of degree f in the subregion
operator
hu(~Z) =
∑
j∈Locu
HjZj .
Let
C
def
=
∑
j∈Locu:j<k
HjZj and D
def
=
∑
j∈Locu:j>k
HjZj,
so that hu(~Z) = C +HkZk +D. Since [C,D] = 0, each degree-(aqf) polynomial
(
Q̂u(~Z)
)aq
appearing in Eq. (49) is a linear combination of terms of the form(
Cα
(0)
q Dβ
(0)
q
)
HkZk
(
Cα
(1)
q Dβ
(1)
q
)
HkZk . . .
(
Cα
(Tq−1)
q Dβ
(Tq−1)
q
)
HkZk
(
Cα
(Tq)
q Dβ
(Tq)
q
)
where 0 ≤ Tq ≤ aqf , and the nonnegative integers {α(j)q , β(j)q } satisfy
∑Tq
j=0
(
α
(j)
q + β
(j)
q
)
≤
aqf . Equation (49) then expands into terms of the form(
Cα
(0)
1 Dβ
(0)
1
)
HkZk
(
Cα
(1)
1 Dβ
(1)
1
)
HkZk . . .
(
Cα
(T1)
1 Dβ
(T1)
1
) (L(1)R(1))Qrest·(
Cα
(0)
2 Dβ
(0)
2
)
HkZk
(
Cα
(1)
2 Dβ
(1)
2
)
HkZk . . .
(
Cα
(T2)
2 Dβ
(T2)
2
) (L(2)R(2))Qrest · . . .(
Cα
(0)
ℓ Dβ
(0)
ℓ
)
HkZk
(
Cα
(1)
ℓ Dβ
(1)
ℓ
)
HkZk . . .
(
Cα
(Tℓ)
ℓ Dβ
(Tℓ)
ℓ
) (L(ℓ)R(ℓ))Qrest. (51)
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where
ℓ∑
q=1
Tq∑
j=0
(
α(j)q + β
(j)
q
) ≤ ℓ∑
q=1
aqf ≤ frℓ, (52)
and in the second inequality we used Eq. (50). Since we are concerned with K≤Nk ( ~X), we
only consider the terms of the form (51), in which HkZk occurs at most N times, that is,
ℓ∑
q=1
Tq ≤ N. (53)
Let us now count the number of such terms that satisfy the constraints Eqs. (52, 53). There
are
(
N+ℓ
ℓ
) ≤ 2N+ℓ tuples (T1, . . . , Tℓ) of nonnegative integers satisfying Eq. (53). For a fixed
tuple (T1, . . . , Tℓ), note that the left-hand side of Eq. (52) is a sum of at most
2
ℓ∑
q=1
(Tq + 1) = 2(N + ℓ)
nonnegative integers. Thus, for each tuple (T1, . . . , Tℓ), the number of choices for these
nonnegative integers {α(j)q , β(j)q } satisfying Eq. (52) is at most(
2(N + ℓ) + frℓ
2(N + ℓ)
)
≤
(
e · 2(N + ℓ) + frℓ
2(N + ℓ)
)2N+2ℓ
≤
(
3 +
3frℓ
2N
)2N+2ℓ
.
Each choice for (T1, . . . , Tℓ) and {α(j)q , β(j)q } corresponds to exactly one operator as given in
Eq. (51). Note that the operator Hk is a sum of at most L projectors Pij which each have
Schmidt rank at most d4 across the cut k, k+1. Therefore the operator Eq. (51) has Schmidt
rank at most (Ld4)N across the cut (k, k + 1), as the term Hk occurs at most N times, and
the operators ‘L,R, C,D’ and Qrest do not increase the Schmidt rank. Collecting all the
contributions to the Schmidt rank across the cut (k, k + 1), we find that
SRk,k+1(K
≤N
k (
~Z)) ≤ (r3ℓ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
# of terms Eq. (49)
· 2N+ℓ
(
3 +
3frℓ
2N
)2N+2ℓ
︸ ︷︷ ︸
# of operators Eq. (51)
with ≤ N powers of Zk
arising from each term Eq. (49)
· (Ld4)N .︸ ︷︷ ︸
SR of each op. Eq. (51)
with ≤ N powers of Zk
Plugging this into Eq. (47) we obtain the desired bound Eq. (45) on the Schmidt rank across
the cut (c, c+ 1).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Combining Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 5.6 with N = R = frℓ
2mt
, we see
that
SR(K(m, t, ℓ)) ≤
[(
3 +
3frℓ
4mt
)8mt] [
2ℓ+
frℓ
2mtL
frℓ
2mt d
2frℓ
mt
+6mtLr3ℓ (3 + 3mt)2ℓ+
frℓ
mt
]
. (54)
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Here the two terms in square parentheses come from the corollary and lemma, respectively.
Using Eq. (33) we see that
2ℓ (3 + 3mt)2ℓ+
frℓ
mt d
2frℓ
mt
+6mtLL
frℓ
2mt ≤ 2ℓ(6mt)2ℓ+mtLd8mtLLmtL/2
≤ (6mt)3ℓ+mtL(dL)8mtL, (55)
and using Eq. (33) again we get
2
frℓ
2mt
(
3 +
3frℓ
4mt
)8mt
≤ 2mtL/2
(
3 +
3mtL
4
)8mt
≤ (21/16 · 4 ·mtL)8mtL ≤ (6mtL)8mtL . (56)
Plugging the bounds Eqs. (55,56) into Eq. (54), we arrive at Eq. (34) and complete the
proof.
6 Proof of the subvolume law for a vertical cut
We now prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof. Let us begin by specifying choices for the positive integers t, ℓ and odd positive inte-
ger m which determine the AGSP K(m, t, ℓ). We choose the coarse-graining parameter as
follows:
t =
⌈
25m√
γ
⌉
. (57)
With this choice, the bound on the shrinking factor ∆ of K(m, t, ℓ) from Eq. (23) can be
simplified to
∆ ≤ ∆′ def= 32ℓe−2mℓ. (58)
For future reference we note that since m is a positive integer and γ ≤ 1 we have
t ≤ 26m√
γ
. (59)
We choose
ℓ =
⌊
m2t2L
fr
⌋
(60)
so that the condition Eq. (33) is satisfied. For future reference we note that
(ℓ+ 1) ≥ m
2t2L
fr
=
mt2L
11f
≥ mt
3/2
√
Lγ
55
≥ (25)
3/2
55
· m
5/2
√
L
γ1/4
, (61)
where the second inequality uses f = ⌈4
√
tL
γ
⌉ ≤ 5
√
tL
γ
. Since 253/2/55 > 2 andm,L, γ−1 ≥ 1
we see that
ℓ ≥ 2m
5/2
√
L
γ1/4
− 1 ≥ m
5/2
√
L
γ1/4
. (62)
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It remains to choose m. Let us choose it to ensure that the parameters of the AGSP
K(m, t, ℓ) satisfy D ·∆ ≤ 1/2 so that Theorem 1.3 can be applied.
Here D is the upper bound on SR(K(m, t, ℓ)) given by Theorem 5.1 and ∆ is upper
bounded in Eq. (58). Using these bounds, plugging in r = 11m, and taking logs we see that
D ·∆ ≤ 1
2
if the following condition holds:
3ℓ log(66m2t) + 16mtL log(6mtdL)− 2mℓ+ 2ℓ log(3) ≤ − log(2). (63)
We now choose
m
def
=
⌈
104L1/3
γ1/6
log2/3(dLγ−1)
⌉
Odd
, (64)
where ⌈x⌉Odd denotes the smallest odd integer which is at least x (recall that in the definition
of K(m, t, ℓ), we require m to be an odd positive integer). Note that since γ ≤ 1, L ≥ 1,
and d ≥ 1 we have
104 ≤ m ≤ 2 · 10
4L1/3
γ1/6
log2/3(dLγ−1). (65)
Claim 6.1. The chosen parameters m, t, ℓ given by Eqs. (64, 57, 60) satisfy the inequality
Eq. (63).
The proof of the Claim is provided below. Let us now see how it implies the theorem.
First consider the special case where the cut (c, c+1) satisfies c mod 6t = 2t. Since we have
D ·∆ ≤ D ·∆′ ≤ 1
2
we may apply Theorem 1.3 which states that the entanglement entropy
of |Ω〉 across the cut (c, c+ 1) is upper bounded by
10 log(D) ≤ 10 log
(
1
2∆′
)
= 10 log
(
3−2ℓ
2
e2mℓ
)
≤ 20mℓ. (66)
Now substituting f ≥ 4
√
tL/γ, r = 11m, and Eq. (59) in Eq. (60) gives
ℓ ≤ m
√
Lt3/2
44
√
γ ≤ 26
3/2
44
m5/2
√
L
γ1/4
≤ 4m
5/2
√
L
γ1/4
. (67)
Plugging Eq. (67) into Eq. (66) and using Eq. (65) gives
10 log(D) ≤ 80 · m
7/2
√
L
γ1/4
≤ 91 · 10
15L5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1). (68)
This completes the proof of the theorem in the special case where c mod 6t = 2t. If c
mod 6t 6= 2t then we find the nearest c that satisfies this property, losing an entanglement
entropy of 3tL log d, by the subadditivity of entropy. Note that
3tL log(d) ≤ 78mL√
γ
log(d) ≤ 156 · 10
4L4/3
γ2/3
log5/3(dLγ−1) ≤ 156 · 10
4L5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1)
(69)
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where in the first inequality we used Eq. (59), in the second one we used the upper bound
Eq. (65) and the fact that log(d) ≤ log(dLγ−1), and in the third inequality we used the facts
that γ ≤ 1 and L ≥ 1. The entanglement entropy across the cut of interest is then at most
3tL log(d) + 10 log(D) ≤ 10
17L5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1), (70)
where we used Eqs. (68, 69), completing the proof.
Proof of Claim 6.1. Note that for any m ≥ 2 (Cf. Eq. (65)) and any ℓ ≥ 1 we have
−2mℓ + 2ℓ log(3) + log(2) ≤ −mℓ. (71)
Thus it remains to show that
3ℓ · log(66m2t) + 16mtL log(6mtdL)−mℓ ≤ 0. (72)
Below we show that
3ℓ log(66m2t) ≤ mℓ
2
and 16mtL log(6mtdL) ≤ mℓ
2
, (73)
from which (72) follows directly.
It remains to establish Eq. (73). The first part follows using Eq. (59) and Eq. (65) which
give
3 log(66m2t) ≤ 3 log(1716m3γ−1/2) ≤ 3 log(1716m6) ≤ m/2 (74)
where in the second inequality we used the fact that γ−1/2 ≤ m3 and in the third inequality
we used the fact that 3 log(1716m6) ≤ m/2 for m ≥ 104. The fact that γ−1/2 ≤ m3 follows
from our definition of m in (64), which implies m ≤ 104L1/3
γ1/6
log2/3(dLγ−1) ≤ γ−1/6. To
establish the second part of Eq. (73), we use Eq. (62) and Eq. (64) to get
mℓ
2
≥ m
7/2
√
L
2γ1/4
≥ (10
4)7/2
2
· L
5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1). (75)
Also note, using Eqs. (59,65), that
mtL ≤ 26m2Lγ−1/2 ≤ 104 · 10
8L5/3
γ5/6
log4/3(dLγ−1) (76)
and therefore
16mtL log(6mtdL) ≤ 16mtL
(
log
(
dL5/3
γ5/6
)
+ log(6 · 104 · 108) + 4
3
log(log(dLγ−1))
)
≤ 16mtL
(
3 log(dLγ−1) + 11 +
4
3
log(dLγ−1)
)
≤ (16 · 16)mtL log(dLγ−1)
≤ 256 · 104 · 10
8L5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1), (77)
where in the first and last steps we used Eq. (76). Combining Eqs. (75, 77) and using the
fact that 256 · 104 · 108 < 1014/2 establishes the second part of Eq. (73) and completes the
proof.
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7 Subvolume law for rectangular regions
In this Section we consider bipartitions of the 2D grid into a rectangular region and its
complement (see Fig. 1 (b)) and prove Theorem 1.2. Since the proof closely follows that of
Theorem 1.1, we shall describe the (minor) modifications needed.
The main observation that we will need is that the construction of the AGSP K(m, t, ℓ)
and the proof of Theorem 1.1 are essentially one-dimensional, as they are entirely based
upon the expression Eq. (2) for the Hamiltonian as a 1D nearest-neighbor chain of columns.
In particular, we may reproduce the proofs and definitions in Sections 3-6 to bound the
entanglement entropy for any bipartition of the 2D grid with the following properties:
1. We can partition the qudits of the 2D grid into subsets S1, S2, . . . , such that the Hamilto-
nian takes the form H =
∑
iHi, where Hi is a sum of projectors which act nontrivially
only on subsets Si and Si+1.
2. The positive integer L is an upper bound on the number of qudits in each subset, and on
the number of projectors in each nearest-neighbor term Hi.
3. The bipartition of interest corresponds to a bipartition separating subsets Si with i ≤ c
from those with i ≥ c+ 1.
Under these conditions we obtain an upper bound CL
5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1) on the entanglement
entropy of the ground state, for some universal constant C > 0.
Looking more closely, note that 1., 3. allow us to define the coarse grained projectors
and AGSP as in Sec. 3 and the proof then only requires the following slightly weaker version
of condition 2. which concerns only a region of O(mt) subsets {Si} of the qudits centered
around the cut.
2′. Let J be the set of positive integers i such that Si intersects the support of the coarse-
grained projectors Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm centered around the cut. Then L is an upper bound
on the number of qudits in any subset Si with i ∈ J , and an upper bound on the
number of projector terms in Hi whenever i ∈ J .
To establish Theorem 1.2 we will show that conditions 1., 2′., 3. can be satisfied by a
decomposition of the 2D grid into concentric bands as shown in Fig. 3 (c).
Theorem 7.1 (Subvolume scaling for a rectangular cut). Let |Ω〉 be the unique ground
state of a frustration-free Hamiltonian Eq. (2) on an n×L grid of qudits with local dimension
d. Its entanglement entropy across a rectangular cut with the inner region R
def
= {a+1, . . . a+
A} × {b+ 1, b+ 2, . . . b+B} is at most
1017(4A+ 4B)5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(4d(A+B)γ−1). (78)
Proof outline. Without loss of generality, assume that A > B. For convenience, we shall
consider a larger rectangular 2D grid obtained by adding ancilla qudits to ensure the following
(see Fig. 3):
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• The lattice is a rectangle of dimensions (A+ 2n′)× (B + 2n′), for some large positive
integer n′. As before (see the remark after Eq. (15)) we will need the system size n′ to
be sufficiently large in order for our AGSP of interest to be well defined.
• The region R is centered with respect to the lattice.
We add local terms to the Hamiltonian H for each new plaquette, in such a way that (a) the
local spectral gap γ is unchanged and (b) the new Hamiltonian has a unique ground state
|Ω〉 ⊗ |0〉⊗Nanc where Nanc is the number of ancillary qudits added to the grid. Note that
the entanglement entropy of the ground state across the given cut is therefore unchanged.
The new terms added to the Hamiltonian are as follows: for each plaquette with q < 4
old qudits from original n × L grid and 4 − q new ancilla qudits, we add the projector
1
⊗q ⊗ (1− |0〉〈0|⊗4−q).
Now, as shown in Fig. 3 (c), we group the vertices of the lattice into concentric bands.
Let the bands be indexed by positive integers in increasing order, from smallest to largest.
The smallest band is the yellow rectangle in Figure 3 (c), of dimensions (A− B + 1)× 1 if
B is odd and (A− B + 2)× 2 if B is even. We may then write the Hamiltonian H as
H =
∑
i
H ′i (79)
where H ′i contains all terms of H which acts nontrivially between the ith and i+ 1th band.
Viewing Eq. (79) as a 1D chain of bands, we are interested in the entanglement entropy of
the ground state across the given cut separating the cth and c+ 1th band, where
c
def
=
⌈
B − 2
2
⌉
The decomposition Eq. (79) therefore satisfies conditions 1., 3. defined above with respect to
the partition of the grid into bands. However, note that the number of qudits in the ith band
and the number of local projectors in each term H ′i increases with the index i. Previously,
for the 1D chain of columns described by Eq. (2), each column consisted of L qudits and
each local term Hi contained at most L local projectors. Now, from Figure 3 (c), it can be
noted that the number of qudits in the i + 1th band is 8 more than the number in the ith
band. Similarly, the number of projectors in H ′i+1 is at most 8 more than the number of
projectors in H ′i. Write
L0 = 2(A+B)
for the number of projectors in the term H ′c which crosses the cut of interest, and note that
the number of qudits in the cth band is L0 − 4.
Now consider an operator K(m, t, ℓ) and choices of m, t, ℓ defined exactly the same way
as in Sections 3 and 6, but with the replacements Hi → H ′i, “column” → “band”, and
L → L′ = 4(A + B). Note that with these replacements, the coarse grained projectors Qj
for j = 1, 2, . . . , m have support contained in a contiguous region around the cut consisting
of the bands
i ∈ {c− 3mt + t+ 1, . . . , c, c+ 1, . . . , . . . c+ 3mt− t}. (80)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: (a) The original lattice and region R. (b) Added ancilla qudits (in red) are used to
transform the lattice into one of similar shape, such that R is centered. (c) The lattice can be
divided into a family of concentric rectangular bands. The cut bipartitioning the lattice into the
region R and its complement is shown in bold.
The number of qudits in each of the bands Eq. (80) is at most
L0 − 4 + 8(3mt− t) ≤ 2(A+B) + 24mt (81)
and the number of local Hamiltonian terms in Hi for i in the set Eq. (80) is also upper
bounded by the right-hand side of Eq. (81). As long as 2(A + B) + 24mt = L′/2 + 24mt
is at most L′ (given the prescribed choices of m and t), the Hamiltonian Eq. (79) satisfies
conditions 1., 2′., 3. with L → L′ and the proof of Theorem 1.1 goes through exactly the
same as before. In this case we obtain the bound Eq. (78) on the entanglement entropy
which is just the right-hand side of Eq. (70) with the replacement L → L′. If, on the other
hand, we find that the prescribed choices of m and t lead to the opposite inequality
L′/2 < 24mt,
then, substituting Eqs. (59, 65) with L→ L′, we get
(L′)2 < 48mtL′ ≤ 48 · 26m2L′γ−1/2 ≤ 5 · 10
11L5/3
γ5/6
log4/3(dLγ−1)
In this case the trivial volume bound upper bounds the entanglement entropy as
(2(A+B))2 log(d) ≤ L′2 log(d) ≤ 5 · 10
11L5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(dLγ−1),
completing the proof.
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A Robust AND polynomial
We now provide a proof of Theorem 2.2, following Ref. [52].
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For t ∈ R \ {0} let sign(t) = t/|t| denote the sign of t. We may
equivalently write
sign(t) =
t√
1 + (t2 − 1) ,
and we may then use the binomial series to expand the denominator (see, e.g., Eq. 3.2 of
[52]). This gives the following series expansion which converges for 0 < |t| < √2
sign(t) = t
∞∑
i=0
(
−1
4
)i(
2i
i
)(
t2 − 1)i 0 < |t| < √2. (82)
Now consider the following robust function for the Boolean monomial:
int(x) =
1 + sign(2x− 1)
2
=
{
1 if x > 1
2
0 if x < 1
2
Define
S =
{
x ∈ R : 0 < |2x− 1| <
√
2
}
.
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For x ∈ S we may use Eq. (82) and separate out the i = 0 term to express int(x) as
int(x) = x+
2x− 1
2
∞∑
i=1
(
2i
i
)
(x(1− x))i =
∞∑
i=0
Ai(x)
where we define polynomials
A0(x)
def
= x and Ai(x)
def
=
2x− 1
2
(
2i
i
)
(x(1− x))i for i ≥ 1.
Observe that Ai has real coefficients and degree 2i+1, for all i ≥ 0. For (x1, x2, . . . xm) ∈ Sm,
int(x1) · int(x2) . . . int(xm) =
∑
i1,i2,...im
Ai1(x1)Ai2(x2) . . . Aim(xm)
=
∞∑
n=0
∑
i1,i2,...im:i1+...+im=n
Ai1(x1)Ai2(x2) . . . Aim(xm)
def
=
∞∑
n=0
ξn(x1, . . . xm). (83)
Below we shall establish the following claim:
Claim A.1. For (x1, x2, . . . xm) ∈
([− 1
20
, 1
20
] ∪ [1− 1/20, 1 + 1/20])m,
|ξn(x1, x2, . . . xm)| ≤ 3m
(
3
5
)n
.
Let us define the robust polynomial pAND by truncating the sum in Equation 83 to
n ≤ 5m:
pAND(x1, . . . xm)
def
=
5m∑
n=0
ξn(x1, . . . xm). (84)
Since each Ai is a univariate polynomial with real coefficients and degree 2i + 1, pAND has
real coefficients and degree
maxi1+i2+...im≤5m ((2i1 + 1) + (2i2 + 1) + . . . (2im + 1)) = 2(5m) +m = 11m. (85)
In addition,
pAND(1, 1, . . . 1) =
5m∑
n=0
ξn(1, 1 . . . 1) = ξ0(1, 1, . . . 1) = 1, (86)
where we used the identity Ai(1) = 0 for i ≥ 1 and A0(1) = 1. Finally, suppose x =
(x1, x2, . . . , xm) = y+ ǫ where y ∈ {0, 1}m and ǫ ∈ [−1/20, 1/20]m. Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m
we have
xi ∈ [−1/20, 1/20] ∪ [1− 1/20, 1 + 1/20] ⊂ S
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and
|pAND(y + ǫ)− y1y2 . . . ym| = |pAND(x1, x2, . . . , xm)− int(x1)int(x2) . . . int(xm)|.
Using Eqs. (83, 84) and the triangle inequality to bound the right-hand side gives
|pAND(y + ǫ)− y1y2 . . . ym| ≤
∞∑
n=5m+1
|ξn(x1, . . . xm)|
≤ 3m
∞∑
n=5m+1
(
3
5
)n
= 3m
(
3
5
)5m
· 3
2
≤ (3 · (3/5)5 · (3/2))m .
Noting that 3 · (3/5)5 · (3/2) ≤ e−1 we arrive at Eq. (7) and complete the proof.
Proof of Claim A.1. Define J = [−1/20, 1/20] ∪ [1 − 1/20, 1 + 1/20] and note that for all
i ≥ 1 we have
maxx∈J |Ai(x)| =
(
2i
i
)
maxx∈J
∣∣∣∣2x− 12 (x(1 − x))i
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4i · ( 120
)i(
21
20
)i
≤
(
21
100
)i
, (87)
where we used the fact that
(
2i
i
) ≤ 4i, maxx∈J |2x−12 | ≤ 1, and maxx∈J |x(1−x)| ≤ (1/20)(21/20).
Furthermore,
maxx∈J |A0(x)| = maxx∈J |x| ≤ 21
20
. (88)
Combining Eqs (87, 88) we see that for all i ≥ 0,
maxx∈J |Ai(x)| ≤
(
21
20
)(
21
100
)i
. (89)
Consequently, for (x1, . . . xm) ∈ Jm, using the definition of ξn and the triangle inequality, we
get
|ξn(x1, . . . xm)| ≤
∑
i1,i2,...im:i1+...im=n
|Ai1(x1)Ai2(x2) . . . Aim(xm)|
≤
(
21
20
)m ∑
i1,i2,...im:i1+...im=n
(
21
100
)i1+i2+...im
(90)
=
(
21
20
)m(
21
100
)n(
m+ n− 1
n− 1
)
. (91)
where we used Eq. (89) and the fact that the number of tuples (i1, i2, . . . , im) of nonnegative
integers satisfying i1+ i2+ . . .+ im = n is given by
(
m+n−1
n−1
)
. Finally, we substitute the bound(
m+n−1
n−1
) ≤ 2m+n into Eq. (91) to arrive at
|ξn(x1, . . . xm)| ≤
(
42
20
)m(
42
100
)n
≤ 3m(3/5)n.
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Figure 4: The local projectors can be divided into 4 groups, where the projectors in each group
commute with each other.
B Proof of Lemma 3.1
The proof is similar to that given in [7], which uses a Chebyshev polynomial function of the
detectability operator, as suggested in [25]. The projectors {Pij} can be divided into 4 groups
as follows (see Figure 4), with the property that the projectors in each group commute with
each other:
G1 def= {Pij : i = odd, j = odd}, G2 def= {Pij : i = even, j = odd},
G3 def= {Pij : i = odd, j = even}, G4 def= {Pij : i = even, j = even}.
We also define
DLk
def
=
∏
Pij∈Gk
(1− Pij) , 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, (92)
and define DL
def
= DL4 · DL3 · DL2 · DL1. From [7, Corollary 3], it holds that for any ψ
satisfying 〈ψ|Ω〉 = 0, we have
‖DL |ψ〉 ‖2 ≤ 1
1 + γ
82
=
1
1 + γ
64
. (93)
Here we used the fact that, for every projector Pij , at most 8 projectors do not commute
with it. Now, we have the following claim, which is proved towards the end. It uses the
‘light cone’ argument from [3].
Claim B.1. Let F be any univariate polynomial of degree at most t/6 satisfying F (0) = 1.
Then
DL(t) = (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .) · F
(
1−DL†DL) · (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) . (94)
Before proving this claim, we show how it can be used to establish Lemma 3.1. We apply
the Claim with F = Step t
6
, γ
64+γ
where the right-hand side is the polynomial from Fact 2.1.
From this we see that for any ψ ∈ G⊥
‖DL(t) |ψ〉 ‖2 ≤ ‖Step t
6
, γ
64+γ
(
1−DL†DL) |ψ′〉 ‖2
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where ψ′ ∈ G⊥ is the state
|ψ′〉 = (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) |ψ〉 /‖ (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) |ψ〉 ‖.
But Eq. (93) ensures that the eigenvalues of DL†DL in G⊥ are at most 11+ γ
64
= 1 − γ
64+γ
.
Using Fact 2.1 and the fact that γ ≤ 1, we get
‖DL(t) |ψ〉 ‖ ≤ 2e− t3
√
γ
64+γ ≤ 2e− t3
√
γ
65 ≤ 2e− t
√
γ
25
Proof of Claim B.1. For every i ∈ [n− 1] and k ∈ [4], let
Πi,k
def
=
∏
1−Pij∈Gk:Supp(Pij)∈{i,i+1}
(1− Pij)
be the product of projectors from Gk that are supported only on columns {i, i + 1}. Since
all projectors in Gk commute, Πi,k is also a projector and we can write DLk =
∏
i∈[n−1]Πi,k.
For any S ⊂ [n], define
DLSk
def
=
∏
i:Supp(Πi,k)∩S 6=φ
Πi,k
as the product of projectors Πi,k that have their support overlapping with S.
The argument below has been illustrated in Figure 5. Let S0 be the complement of the
support of (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .). Observe, using frustration-freeness, that for any Πi,k whose
support is contained in the support of (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .), we have
(Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)Πi,k = (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .) .
This implies the following identity (c.f. Figure 5 (b)):
(Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)DL1 = (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)DLS01 . (95)
For all integers α ≥ 1, recursively define Sα as the set of all columns at distance at most 1
from Sα−1. Clearly, we have the inclusion S0 ⊂ S1 ⊂ S2 . . .. Similar to Eq. (95), we can
‘absorb’ some of the projectors in DL1DL2 and obtain the identity:
(Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)DL1DL2 = (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)DLS01 DLS12 . (96)
Applying the same argument recursively, and using the fact that(
DL†DL
)p
= (DL1 ·DL2 ·DL3 ·DL4 ·DL3 ·DL2)p ·DL1,
we conclude (c.f. Figure 5 (c))
(Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)
(
DL†DL
)p
= (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)DLS01 ·DLS12 ·DLS23 . . . DLS6p1 .
(97)
If 6p ≤ t, the set S6p is contained in the support of (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .). Furthermore, if
Πi,k is in the support of (Q
′
5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .), we have
Πi,k (Q
′
5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) = (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) .
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Thus, all the projectors inDLS01 ·DLS12 ·DLS23 . . .DLS6p1 can be ‘absorbed’ in (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .),
which can be formalized as:
DLS01 ·DLS12 ·DLS23 . . .DLS6p1 (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) = (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) . (98)
Combining Eqs. (97) and (98), we find that
(Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)
(
DL†DL
)p
(Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) = (Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .) (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .)
(99)
for any p ≤ t/6. Thus, any such power (DL†DL)p can be replaced by 1 whenever it is sand-
wiched between the products of projectors in Eq. (101). This implies that for a polynomial
F of degree at most t/6, we have
(Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)F (I −DL†DL) (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) = (100)
(Q′2t ·Q′8t ·Q′14t · . . .)F (0) (Q′5t ·Q′11t ·Q′17t · . . .) ,
(101)
and using the fact that F (0) = 1 completes the proof.
C Re´nyi entanglement entropy and PEPS description
The Re´nyi entropy of order α ∈ (0, 1) is defined as
Sα(ρ) =
1
1− α log Tr(ρ
α).
Below we show that the Re´nyi entropy of order 1/2 satisfies the same subvolume law as in
Theorem 1.2. This implies, via an argument from Ref. [33], the following PEPS description
of the ground state. In the following we say an operator O is geometrically local if its support
is contained in a contiguous region of O(1) qudits.
Theorem C.1. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) and suppose γ, d = Ω(1). There exists a PEPS state |φ〉 with
bond dimension eO(
1
δ5
log21( 1δ )) such that
| 〈Ω|O |Ω〉 − 〈φ|O |φ〉 | ≤ δ,
for all geometrically local operators O satisfying ‖O‖ ≤ 1.
Proof sketch. We essentially follow the proof of [33, Theorem 3], with a minor modification
arising due to the fact that we are not considering periodic boundary conditions. Consider
a partition of the lattice into regions shown in Figure 6. From Claim C.2, we conclude that
S 1
2
across any of the blue rectangular bi-partitions (with perimeter 4m) is upper bounded
by O(m5/3 log7/3(m)). The width b of green rectangles is chosen so that that the reduced
ground state in any blue region can be purified (up to an error of δ
2
) in the associated green
region. Using the upper bound on S 1
2
from Claim C.2, the choice b = O(m2/3 log7/3(m) log 1
δ
)
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4t
t
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5: Graphical description of Eq. (97). (a) The operators DL1,DL2,DL3,DL4 correspond
to the dark yellow, light yellow, dark blue and light blue layers, respectively. Within each layer,
all the projectors (small rectangles representing Πi,k) mutually commute, although they need not
have disjoint support. Two projectors from different layers may not commute if they have over-
lapping support. (b): Some projectors in DL1 are ‘absorbed’ by the red coarse-grained layer.
Resulting operator is DLS01 from Eqn. (95). (c): The same process occurs for 4 steps, with pro-
jectors from DL2,DL3,DL4 absorbed in the red coarse-grained layer. The resulting operator is
DLS01 DL
S1
2 DL
S2
3 DL
S3
4 and the support of ‘unabsorbed’ projectors increases its boundary by one at
each step. All the remaining projectors can be absorbed in the green coarse-grained layer, as they
are contained in its support.
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a′
m
a m b
Figure 6: A partition of the lattice into several blue and green parts. The size of green parts
is chosen so that the reduced ground state on blue regions (except the rightmost ones) can be
purified in the green regions to their immediate right. The reduced ground state on the rightmost
blue regions can be purified in the green regions to their immediate left. The subvolume law in
Theorem 1.2 ensures that the size of green regions can be chosen much smaller than that of the
blue regions. If a, a′ are chosen uniformly and independently at random in the range {1, 2, . . . m},
the probability that a local operator is not supported in a blue region is O
(
b
m
)
. This is depicted
in Figure 7.
suffices, see Eq. (36) of Ref. [33]. The PEPS state is constructed in the same manner as
given in [33, Theorem 3]. The error in approximating the local expectation value arises in
two ways: first error of δ
2
incurred in approximate purification of the reduced density matrix
and the second error of O
(
b
m
)
incurred if a local operator overlaps a green region for some
choice of a, a′ (see Figure 7). This gives a total error of (cf. Eq. (38) of Ref. [33])
δ
2
+O
(
b
m
)
=
δ
2
+O
(
m5/3 log7/3(m) log 1
δ
m2
)
≤ δ,
if we choose m = Ω
(
1
δ3
log11
(
1
δ
))
. This implies the existence of a PEPS state |φ〉 with bond
dimension eO(m
5/3 log7/3(m)) = eO(
1
δ5
log21( 1δ )), which completes the proof.
Claim C.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.2, for a bipartition corresponding to a
rectangular region A and its complement, we have
S 1
2
(ΩA) ≤ O
( |∂A|5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(d|∂A|γ−1)
)
.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1.2 establishes the existence of a (D,∆)-AGSP with respect
to the given rectangular bipartition such that D∆ < 1/2 and (cf. Theorem 1.3)
10 log(D) ≤ C|∂A|
5/3
γ5/6
log7/3(d|∂A|γ−1)
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Figure 7: Expand the lattice by adding m− 1 rows and columns of red vertices in each direction.
Consider the partition of new lattice, as shown above. Translating this partition by a − 1 steps
right and a′− 1 steps down gives the partition of the original lattice in Figure 6. Now consider any
local operator within the original lattice. Translating the original partition by a−1 steps right and
a′ − 1 steps down is equivalent to translating the operator by a− 1 steps left and a′ − 1 steps up.
If a, a′ are chosen at random in {1, 2, . . . m}, the probability that the operator is not contained in
a blue region can now easily be computed to be O
(
b
m
)
.
for some universal constant C > 0. To complete the proof, we show S1/2(ΩA) ≤ 10 log(D)
for any (D,∆)-AGSP satisfying D∆ < 1/2.
As shown in [9, Proof of Lemma 3.3], a (D,∆) AGSP with D∆ < 1
2
implies the following
bound on the Schmidt coefficients {λ1, λ2, . . .} (arranged in non-increasing order) of |Ω〉,
with respect to the cut: ∑
i∈{Dℓ+1,...Dℓ+1}
λ2i ≤
∑
i>Dℓ
λ2i ≤ 2D∆ℓ ≤ ∆ℓ−1,
for all integers ℓ ≥ 1. We will upper bound S 1
2
(ΩR) = 2 log (
∑
i λi), under the above
constraint. Following [9], we can maximize the Re´nyi entropy by setting λ2i =
∆ℓ−1
Dℓ+1−Dℓ ,
whenever i ∈ {Dℓ + 1, . . .Dℓ+1}. With this choice,
∑
i
λi =
∑
i≤D
λi +
∞∑
ℓ=1
(
(Dℓ+1 −Dℓ)
√
∆ℓ−1
Dℓ+1 −Dℓ
)
≤ D +
∞∑
ℓ=1
(√
Dℓ+1∆ℓ−1
)
= D +D
∞∑
ℓ=1
√
(D∆)ℓ−1
≤ D
(
1 +
∞∑
ℓ=1
(
1√
2
)ℓ−1)
≤ 5D.
Thus, S 1
2
(ΩR) ≤ 2 log(5D) ≤ 10 log(D), completing the proof.
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